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Purpose: Purpose of this study was to investigate Dual-energy CT (DECT) derived virtual non-calcium (VNCa)
values for absolute quantification of the bone marrow composition in the wrist.
Materials and Methods: We prospectively included consecutive adult participants and examined their wrists with
DECT. Ranges of VNCa and calcium values were measured in the carpal bones, radius and ulna using a semiautomatic method. Bones with bone marrow edema, assessed by two blinded radiologists, were excluded.
After determining optimum parameters for the three-material decomposition, the influence of calcium values,
age and sex on VNCa values was assessed using multiple linear regression.
Results: 41 participants (Median age 53 years, range 20 years – 88 years, 51 % men) were enrolled and 399 bones
assessed. At participant level mean VNCa values were -143 HU (SD 14 HU) using the current parameters for
three-material decomposition and -104HU (SD 11 HU) with optimized parameters. There was a strong and
significant influence of calcium values on VNCa values with the current parameters (p < 0.001, -0.137 HU[VNCa]
/ HU[Calcium]). With optimized parameters the calcium values and sex were not statistically significant predictors
of VNCa values. Age was a significant, but clinically negligible, predictor (p = 0.03, -0.225 HU / year).
Conclusions: After optimizing three-material decomposition parameters, calcium values, age and sex do not
substantially influence virtual non-calcium values, and DECT may therefore be used for absolute quantification
of the bone marrow composition - alleviating the need for reference bones or groups.

1. Introduction
Absolute quantification of the bone marrow composition is desirable.
In absolute quantification, unlike in relative quantification, the
composition of the bone marrow can be assessed without the need for a
reference group or reference bone. In the wrist, absolute quantification
is likely useful for diagnosing suspected occult carpal fractures, assessing
the severity of osteoarthritis or detecting signs of active rheumatoid
arthritis [1,2]. Dual-energy CT (DECT) can demonstrate edema associ
ated with occult fractures and with rheumatoid arthritis of the wrist
[3–6]. But, the virtual non-calcium (VNCa) images used in DECT for

imaging of the wrist were initially developed and studied in the knee and
spine [7,8].
Bone marrow mostly consists of red marrow and yellow marrow. Red
marrow is primarily composed of erythrocytic and granulocytic cells,
while yellow marrow is primarily composed of adipocytes. As a result
thereof, red marrow contains a higher fraction of water and protein and
less fat than yellow marrow [9]. Since fat has a different x-ray attenu
ation coefficient than water and protein, the composition of marrow can
be estimated by quantifying the relative proportion of fat and water
present in the marrow. In the neonate most of the bone marrow is red
marrow, which is slowly converted to yellow marrow in a heterogenous
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manner throughout the bones of the body. From early adulthood the
bone marrow in the wrist is primarily made up of yellow marrow [9].
DECT can determine the composition of bone marrow using a tech
nique where the bony anatomy is scanned twice with two different tube
voltages and the signal decomposed into three materials: bone mineral,
yellow marrow and red marrow. The latter two are visualized in a virtual
non-calcium (VNCa) image and the bone mineral in a calcium map [10].
The VNCa image has HU values which range between red marrow and
yellow marrow and in ideal situations should correspond to the CT
values of red marrow and yellow marrow outside of bone [11]. Under
the assumption that the bone marrow of the healthy adult wrist is pre
dominantly composed of yellow marrow the VNCa values should be

homogeneous across patients.
The primary aim of this study was to assess if DECT correctly
quantifies the bone marrow composition of the wrist by determining
normal ranges of VNCa values and calcium values. The secondary aims
were to test whether or not calcium values, age or sex influence VNCa
values of the wrist and to determine optimum parameters for the threematerial decomposition.
2. Materials and methods
The Danish committee on health research ethics approved the study
(jnr. H-17036088). Participants gave written informed consent. Data

Fig. 1. Participant flowchart.
pt. = Participants, BME = bone marrow edema, DECT = Dual-Energy CT.
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from the injured wrist in the studied participant group have been pre
viously reported, but data from the uninjured wrist have not [3].

Forchheim, Germany). We used the “Liver VNC” workflow for the cre
ation of calcium maps, since the “Bone Marrow Edema” workflow
cannot create calcium maps. Both workflows use a three-material
decomposition algorithm for the creation of the maps with the DECT
ratio for the three-material decomposition set to 1.79 and beam hard
ening correction disabled [12]. All measurements were later performed
on the VNCa images from the “Bone Marrow Edema” workflow.
Series available for further analysis were: transversal VNCa and
calcium multi planar reformats at 1 mm slice thickness with 0.75 mm
intervals, transversal, coronal and sagittal VNCa multi planar reformats
at 2 mm slice thickness and interval.

2.1. Participants
Consecutive participants were prospectively enrolled between
January and November 2018 from the emergency department and the
orthopedic out-patient clinic at Herlev and Gentofte Hospital, Denmark.
Adults (≥18 years) with wrist trauma referred to MRI were eligible if
they had a relevant trauma history and negative or inconclusive radio
graphs but clinical suspicion of fracture. Participants underwent a
bilateral dual-energy CT scan, but only scans from the uninjured wrist
were included. For two participants, previously diagnosed with a
scaphoid fracture, data from the injured wrist is shown in this manu
script to demonstrate the potential clinical relevance of the study find
ings. Participants with bilateral wrist trauma were excluded, as were
participants with contraindications to MRI. An overview of the partici
pant enrollment is included in Fig. 1.

2.3. Image rating
A technologist (HB) not otherwise involved in the reading of images
blinded DECT examinations by assigning each a random, unique num
ber. Two readers (KG; consultant radiologist in musculoskeletal radi
ology with 11 years of experience) and (JG; consultant radiologist in
general radiology with 10 years of experience) rated all 8 carpal bones,
radius and ulna for presence, absence or equivocal for bone marrow
edema on the 2 mm VNCa reformats.

2.2. Dual-energy CT acquisition and post-processing
Both of the participants’ wrists were examined in a dual-source dualenergy CT scanner (Somatom Force, Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim,
Germany) in prone position with the wrist above the head (Tube voltage
80kVp / 150kVp with tin filter, constant CTDIvol 6 mGy) [3]. Only the
exam from the unaffected wrist was further analyzed. An overview of the
entire data acquisition and processing is presented in Fig. 2.
VNCa images were calculated using the “Bone Marrow Edema”
workflow in Siemens Syngo.Via (VB30, Siemens Healthineers,

2.4. Image quantification
The 0.75 mm thin transversal VNCa and calcium reformats were
transferred to MeVisLab (version 2.8.2, MeVisLab GmbH, Bremen,
Germany).
FM created a 3 dimensional segmentation mask for each of the 10
bones (8 carpal bones, radius and ulna) using an in-house developed

Fig. 2. Image acquisition, processing and data extraction.
(A) Patients with a suspected wrist fracture not visible on x-ray are scanned using a dual source dual energy scanner resulting in two scan series (80 kV and Sn150kV).
Both the affected wrist and the contralateral healthy wrist are scanned, but data from the affected wrist not analyzed in this study. The two scan series are subjected
to a three-material decomposition (B) resulting in both a Calcium Map and a virtual non-calcium (VNCa) image. Based on the Calcium Map each bone is semiautomatically segmented (C) and segmentation masks for each bone created. The distribution of VNCa and calcium values is then automatically recorded (D)
based on the individual segmentation mask of each bone.
3
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3. Results

semi-automatic segmentation tool. The segmentation mask was patient
specific and based only on the calcium map, but a VNCa overlay was
present during the creation of the mask. (Supplemental Material) Based
on this segmentation mask the VNCa, Calcium, 80 kVp, and 150 kVp
values for each voxel in each bone were automatically measured.
Image quantification was repeated after 8 weeks.

Of 64 participants originally referred to the study 399 bones in 41
participants were included in the final analysis. Median age was 53 years
(range 20 years – 88 years) and 51 % (21/41) were men (Table 1).
3.1. Mean VNCa, calcium and standard deviation of VNCa values

2.5. Data analysis

Mean measurements for VNCa, Calcium and the standard deviation
of VNCa values at bone level analysis and participant level analysis are
shown in Table 2. At a participant level analysis mean VNCa values were
-143HU (SD 14HU) with mean image noise in the VNCa image as
determined by the standard deviation of individual VNCa voxels of
40HU (SD 4HU). Mean Calcium values were 532HU (SD 82 HU). The
mean difference between the first and second quantification was -0.51
HU (SD 3.25 HU) for the VNCa value and -0.19 HU (SD 35.2 HU) for the
calcium value.

Measurements of VNCa and calcium values for each individual voxel
in each individual bone were transferred to R Studio (1.3.959, RStudio,
PBC, Boston, MA, USA, using R 4.0.1, R foundation, Vienna, Austria). P
values below 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Bones rated
positive or equivocal for presence of bone marrow edema by one of the
readers were excluded from quantitative analysis.
Mean VNCa and calcium values were calculated per bone using the
mean of individual voxel measurements. The standard deviation of
VNCa values from the mean was determined as a surrogate measure of
image noise in VNCa images [11]. Mean VNCa, calcium and image noise
were calculated across all participants both per bone and for all bones
combined.
The distribution of VNCa values per bone was visualized using a
histogram, where the proportion of voxels for each VNCa value was
calculated. The proportions were combined across participants by
calculating the mean of proportions for each VNCa value. Since VNCa
values were not necessarily normal distributed we measured the VNCa
value with the highest proportion per bone instead, with values filtered
with a simple 5 HU central moving average (boxcar filter).
The influence of Calcium on VNCa values was determined using a
linear regression analysis, where the mean calcium value as a predictor
variable was fitted against mean VNCa values as the outcome variable –
at bone level and participant level.
The influence of age and sex on VNCa values was determined using a
multiple linear regression analysis, with VNCa as the outcome variable
fitted against calcium value, age and sex as predictor variables. This was
done at participant level only.
To determine optimal parameters for the three-material decompo
sition, we analyzed carpal bones only. VNCa values from radius and ulna
were not used for this, since the marrow canal was within the segmen
tation mask, and both bones have a thicker cortex, which might make
measurements more inconsistent due to additional x-ray photon scat
tering and beam hardening. Parameters, which we wanted to optimize,
were the dual-energy ratio of calcium and the attenuation of yellow
marrow at 80 kVp. We assumed that bones of the healthy participants
were made up of yellow marrow only and any difference in the mea
surements at 80 kVp and 150 kVp, between participants, were assumed
to be due to differences in the amount of trabeculation. A linear
regression was performed of the measurements at 80kVp against those
from 150kVp. This line represented the expected attenuation at 80 kVp
and 150kVp for increasing concentrations of calcium in the bone (i.e.
increased trabeculation). The optimal dual-energy ratio used for threematerial decomposition in the generation of VNCa images therefore
must correspond to the regression coefficient of this line. Given the
assumption that the bone marrow is only composed of yellow marrow in
theses bones, if the calcium concentration was 0 (i.e. no trabeculation)
then the corresponding VNCa value should correspond to the expected
value of yellow marrow. With the VNCa value for yellow marrow at 150
kVp fixed at -84 HU we changed the value of yellow marrow at 80 kVp to
intersect with the calcium regression line. The expected attenuation
values for red marrow were kept constant at both 80 kVp and 150 kVp,
as the study did not contain any information regarding red marrow.
With the optimized parameters for the three-material decomposition,
images were recalculated and VNCa and Calcium values measured
again.
The sample size was determined based on a previous study with all
eligible patients enrolled in this quantification study [3].

3.2. Distribution of VNCa values
The distribution of VNCa values for each bone is listed in Fig. 3. The
difference between the mean VNCa value and the 5 HU moving average
was highest for the ulna (24HU) and lowest for the lunate bone (6 HU).
The top 1 percentile of VNCa values for each bone were above (radius
-47HU, ulna -55 HU, scaphoid -67 HU, lunate -64 HU, triquetrum -57
HU, pisiform -50 HU, trapezium -58 HU, trapezoid -63 HU, capitate -66
HU, hamate -57 HU). With the current three-material decomposition a
VNCa cut-off above -47 HU would therefore be suggestive of areas with
abnormal high VNCa values in all bones.
3.3. Estimation of optimal parameters for three-material decomposition
A regression-line through all carpal bones with the 80 kVp mea
surements as a function of the 150 kVp measurements showed a linear
relationship between the two, with a slope of 1.93 (R2>0.99, p < 0.001)
demonstrating the feasibility of a three-material decomposition. The
optimal definition of attenuation of yellow marrow at 80 kVp was at
-132 HU. These parameters should also be applicable for the Bone
Marrow and Liver VNC application classes, as long as internal correc
tions of the nominal ratio for beam hardening are small.
Optimized and current three-material decompositions, which as
sume a calcium-ratio of 1.79 and a yellow marrow attenuation of -110
HU at 80 kVp are shown in Fig. 4. With the optimized parameters mean
VNCa values at participant level were -104HU (SD 11HU) against -143
(SD 14 HU) for the current parameters. The VNCa values derived from
optimized parameters are in better agreement with the theoretically true
values of yellow marrow. The true VNCa value of yellow marrow can be
estimated as the mean of the defined yellow marrow at high and low
tube voltages. Using the current parameters (80 kVp: -110HU, Sn150
kVp:-84 HU) the expected value of yellow marrow is -97 HU which is 46
HU different from the measured mean yellow marrow value. In contrast
with the optimized parameters (80 kVp:-132HU, Sn150 kVp: -84 HU)
the expected value of yellow marrow is -108 HU which is only 4 HU
different from the measured mean yellow marrow value. This is exem
plified in Fig. 5, where scans from the injured wrist are shown for two of
the study participants.
Table 1
Patient Demographics.
Median Age(IQR)
[Range]
Mean Age (SD)
Laterality right
N or participants

4

Female

Male

56 y (49y - 62y) [23y 88y]
55.4y (15.8y)
11 / 20 (55 %)
20 / 41 (49 %)

44 y (28y - 55y) [20y –
81y]
44.7y (18.1y)
13 / 21 (62 %)
21 / 41 (51 %)
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Table 2
VNCa, Calcium and VNCa noise for current and optimal three-material decomposition.
Bone

VNCa value (current)

Capitate
Hamate
Lunate
Pisiform
Radius
Scaphoid
Trapezium
Trapezoid
Triquetrum
Ulna
Per participant

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

150HU (SD17HU)
142HU (SD15HU)
153HU (SD21HU)
121HU (SD17HU)
142HU (SD10HU)
157HU (SD19HU)
140HU (SD17HU)
148HU (SD19HU)
144HU (SD19HU)
138HU (SD16HU)
143HU (SD14HU)

VNCa value (optimal)
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

106HU (SD10HU)
103HU (SD13HU)
96HU (SD13HU)
98HU (SD21HU)
119HU (SD14HU)
108HU (SD10HU)
102HU (SD11HU)
107HU (SD10HU)
98HU (SD15HU)
107HU (SD22HU)
104HU (SD11HU)

SD in VNCa (current)

SD in VNCa (optimal)

Calcium value (current)

Calcium value (optimal)

38HU (SD5HU)
40HU (SD6HU)
40HU (SD5HU)
32HU (SD5HU)
44HU (SD6HU)
41HU (SD6HU)
40HU (SD7HU)
39HU (SD5HU)
41HU (SD6HU)
49HU (SD9HU)
40HU (SD4HU)

28HU (SD3HU)
29HU (SD2HU)
29HU (SD3HU)
25HU (SD3HU)
36HU (SD5HU)
28HU (SD2HU)
29HU (SD3HU)
28HU (SD3HU)
27HU (SD3HU)
36HU (SD10HU)
30HU (SD2HU)

558HU
518HU
618HU
401HU
488HU
591HU
508HU
538HU
549HU
555HU
532HU

520HU (SD83HU)
478HU (SD78HU)
557HU (SD98HU)
377HU (SD68HU)
453HU (SD68HU)
538HU (SD89HU)
464HU (SD74HU)
496HU (SD82HU)
505HU (SD85HU)
504HU (SD92HU)
489HU (SD69HU)

(SD92HU)
(SD94HU)
(SD114HU)
(SD83HU)
(SD86HU)
(SD104HU)
(SD86HU)
(SD96HU)
(SD102HU)
(SD116HU)
(SD82HU)

Mean values are stated with standard deviation (SD) in parenthesis. VNCa = Virtual non-calcium. The standard deviation (SD) of VNCa values in each bone was
measured as a surrogate marker for image noise.

Fig. 3. Distribution of virtual non-calcium (VNCa) values per bone.
Histogram of proportion of voxels at each virtual non-calcium (VNCa) value per bone in 41 participants. Numbers indicate the maxima of a 5 HU simple central
moving average. Bin width 1 HU.

3.4. Influence of calcium values on VNCa values

significant (p = 0.03) predictors of VNCa values with an increase in age
by 1 year resulting in a fall of the VNCa value by 0.225 HU (95 % CI
0.019 HU-0.432 HU).

Mean VNCa values against calcium values at bone level are shown in
Fig. 6 and at participant level in Fig. 7. The regression coefficient varied
and was lowest in the ulna where an increase of the calcium value by 1
HU reduces the VNCa value by 0.046 HU and highest in the trapezoid,
where an increase of the calcium value by 1 HU reduces the VNCa value
by 0.189 HU. On average per participant an increase of the calcium
value by 1 HU reduces the VNCa value by 0.137 HU. The regressions
coefficients were significantly (p = 0.031 – p < 0.001) different from
0 for all bones and at participant level. Using the optimized threematerial decomposition, calcium was no longer a significant predictor
of VNCa values (coefficient 0.008 p = 0.76, Fig. 7B).

4. Discussion
In this prospective study of bone marrow quantification with dualenergy CT (DECT) in normal wrists, we determined the ranges of
normal Virtual Non-Calcium (VNCa) values in bones of the wrist, we
assessed optimal three-material decomposition parameters and we
investigated if calcium values, age or sex influence VNCa values.
Mean VNCa values of -143HU (SD 14HU), mean calcium values of
532HU (SD 82 HU) and mean image noise in the VNCa values of 40HU
(SD 4HU) were found (estimated as the standard deviation of individual
voxels from the VNCa mean per bone). Optimal parameters for the threematerial decomposition in this scan configuration were at a calcium
dual-energy ratio of 1.93 and yellow marrow constants for the 80 kVp
scan at -132 HU. Using the optimal three-material decomposition pa
rameters calcium values and sex were not significant predictors of VNCa
values. Age had a clinically negligible effect on VNCa values; an increase
of patient age by 10 years reduces VNCa values by only 2.2 HU
(p = 0.03).

3.5. Influence of calcium, age and sex on VNCa values
Using results from the optimal three-material decomposition a
multiple linear regression model to predict the outcome variable (VNCa)
based on calcium, age and sex at participant level was overall not sig
nificant (F(3,37) = 2.51, p = 0.07) with an R2 of 0.17. Participants
predicted VNCa value was: VNCa = -75 HU - 0.041*Calcium (HU) –
0.225*Age (Years) + 5.6*Sex (Male). In this model only age values were
5
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A previous study by Ali et al. measured VNCa values in patients with
suspected scaphoid fractures [13]. They found mean VNCa values in
non-fractured scaphoid bones of -41.6 HU, markedly different from our
results [13]. In our study the VNCa values were measured with
post-processing values changed to allow for the visualization
of smaller bones [3]. This was primarily achieved by reducing the
size of the imaging filter kernel used during post-processing. When
larger imaging filter kernels are used during post-processing the
neighboring articular cartilage, which has a higher water content, in
fluences the VNCa values of adjacent bone. This can explain why VNCa
measurements were higher in the study by Ali et al. Other studies which
have quantified VNCa images in bones rated negative for posttraumatic
bone marrow edema found values between -58.2 HU and -104.7 HU for
the knee,-64.9 HU to -149.4 HU for the spine and -61.5 HU to -95 HU in
the ankle [7,14–19].
In our study calcium values were predictors of VNCa values, when
using the current parameters for the three-material decomposition. The
virtual non-calcium image is calculated by subtracting the relative
attenuation attributed to calcium from the total attenuation [10]. If the
relative contribution of calcium to the attenuation is erroneously over
estimated, then the resulting VNCa image would show VNCa values
which are too low. This is consistent with the finding of relatively higher
VNCa values and lower calcium values in the pisiform bone (VNCa -121
HU, calcium 401 HU) compared to other carpal bones (VNCa <-140 HU,
calcium >508 HU). Our assessment of optimum parameters for a
three-material decomposition of the wrist, further supports this. The
resulting optimal calcium ratio at 1.93 was different from the 1.79,
which is currently assumed. Also, the attenuation value of yellow

Fig. 4. Estimate of optimal three-material decomposition.
Mean high and low kV measurements for 319 individual healthy carpal bones in
41 adult participants. The gray lines and dot represent parameters of the cur
rent three material decomposition. Red dashed lines and triangle are optimized
parameters based on a linear regression through measurements. Notice, that the
intersection of the two lines in the current three material decomposition (grey
lines) is at markedly lower HU values then the expected value of Yellow
Marrow (grey dot).

Fig. 5. Clinical relevance of three material
decomposition parameters for bone marrow
edema detection.
Case 1: 36 year old man where axial bone spe
cific CT reconstruction (a) shows undisplaced
avulsion of the distal pole of the scaphoid
(white arrowhead). An associated bone marrow
edema is not visible on virtual non-calcium
(VNCa) images with current three-material pa
rameters (b) but is displayed using the opti
mized parameters (c). Case 2: 57 year old
female with undisplaced fracture of distal pole
of scaphoid. The associated bone marrow
edema is visible both with current threematerial parameters (d) and optimized param
eters (e). Notice the marked difference in mean
VNCa values in the dotted white region of in
terest using the current parameters (b and d),
both different from the population mean of -157
HU. The difference between measurements is
smaller using the optimized parameters (c and
e) and in agreement with the population mean
of -108 HU. Red dashed lines show regions with
VNCa values at least 3 standard deviations (SD)
above the population mean for the scaphoid
using fully automatic quantification. Using the
current parameters (b), no part of the distal
scaphoid was 3 SD above the mean.

6
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Fig. 6. Influence of calcium values on virtual non-calcium values with current three-material decomposition.
Comparison of mean calcium values and virtual non-calcium (VNCa) values in individual bones in 41 participants. Calcium values and VNCa values were calculated
using the current three-material decomposition. For each bone a linear regression line with 95 % confidence interval was overlaid. The regression coefficient (HU
increase in VNCa for each HU increase in calcium value) is stated together with p-value for a test against a regression coefficient of 0. Notice the continuous decrease
in VNCa values as the calcium values increase in all bones.

Fig. 7. Influence of calcium values on virtual non-calcium values (VNCa) - participant level.
Mean Virtual Non-Calcium (VNCa) values plotted as a function of the Calcium value for healthy carpal bones in 41 adults. Notice the significant regression between
the calcium values in the current three-material decomposition (A), not present with the optimized three-material decomposition (B).

marrow needed to be changed from -110 HU to -132. With these opti
mized parameters for the three-material decomposition, VNCa values
were no longer relatively associated with calcium values, and therefore
absolutely quantitative. Furthermore, the mean VNCa measured was
-104 HU with the optimized parameters, in agreement with the expected
value of yellow marrow at -110 HU, while the current mean VNCa value
at -143 HU was not in good agreement with the currently expected VNCa
value of yellow marrow of -97 HU. Our study therefore strongly suggests
that parameters for the three-material decomposition should be changed
for absolute quantification of bone marrow in the wrist when assuming
no confounding influence by beam hardening and scattered radiation.
Future studies are needed to investigate if these optimized parameters
lead to a higher diagnostic accuracy for detecting abnormal bone
marrow values, if possible using a histological reference.
Image noise in VNCa images was assessed by measuring the Standard
Deviation of VNCa values in bones. This was between 38HU and 41HU
in the carpal bones with the exception of the pisiform. In the ulna and
radius the standard deviation was higher at 49HU and 44HU. Given the
evidence that the three-material decomposition might not be accurately
calibrated for bones of the wrist, this would lead to a divergence be
tween measurements of VNCa values in the marrow canal and in
cancellous bone, resulting in an increase in the standard deviation of the

measurement.
A strength of our study is that we assessed VNCa values in normal
uninjured wrists and not in injured wrists which were negative of a
fracture. In a study by Ai et al., investigating bone marrow edema in
patients with unilateral knee injuries, slightly higher VNCa values were
observed in the affected knee than the uninjured contralateral knee
[17]. Another strength was that VNCa and calcium values were
repeatedly quantified using a semi-automatic method in the entire bone
with very high reproducibility.
This study has a number of limitations. First, the contralateral wrist
was imaged in patients who had experienced a trauma to the other wrist.
Even though the participants did not complain of any pain in the un
injured wrist, we cannot rule out that the participants could have suf
fered a trauma to this wrist as well, resulting in a bone marrow edema.
To mitigate this, we excluded bones which showed signs of bone marrow
edema on MRI, rated by two consultant radiologists. Second, the sample
of participants might not be a representative sample of the population.
The participant age range was 20y to 88y and results might not be
generalizable outside this range. Results might also be different in
osteopenic bones, when there is a reduction in both bone mineral and
collagen fibers. However, within the study population the age range was
wide with a balanced representation of both sex in this prospective
7
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consecutive cohort. In addition, it was found that sex did not affect the
VNCa values and age only had a minor effect (-0.22 HU / year). Third,
the proposed novel three-material decomposition parameters is based
on an effective correction based on the scanned wrists. Other combi
nations of red marrow and yellow marrow parameters might yield
similar results. Values assumed for the attenuation in yellow marrow
without the presence of calcium might be different from the ones pro
posed herein. Fourth, we did not have a histological reference as ground
truth, since this would require a biopsy from the study participants. It is
therefore not possible to conclude if differences in mean VNCa values
between bones are due to real anatomical differences or artificial dif
ferences due to the measurement technique. Finally, our study only
investigated wrists scanned on one high-end dual-source dual-energy CT
system (Somatom Force, Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim, Germany).
While results are possibly similar in other dual-source dual-energy sys
tems, the tube voltage combination is currently unique for this CT sys
tem and results therefore not directly transferable to other types of dualenergy CT systems.
In conclusion, in this prospective study we wanted to assess if ab
solute quantification of bone marrow of the wrist is possible with dualenergy CT. Results suggest that after optimizing three-material decom
position parameters calcium values, age and sex do not substantially
influence virtual non-calcium values, and DECT may be used for abso
lute quantification of the bone marrow composition - alleviating the
need for reference bones or groups.

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the
online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejrad.2021.109725.
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